
he problem of digi-
tal content piracy is
becoming more and
more critical, and major

content producers are risking seeing
their business being drastically reduced
because of the ease by which digital con-
tents can be copied and distributed. This is
the reason why digital rights management
(DRM) is currently garnering much attention
from industry and research. Among the various
technologies that can contribute to set up a reliable
DRM system, data hiding (watermarking) has found an
important place, thanks to its potentiality of persistent-
ly attaching some additional information to the content
itself. Many applications (ownership proofing, copy
control, etc.) have been devised in this framework
exploiting data hiding techniques, and many problems
have emerged. Some industrial initiatives have also
been carried out that tried to exploit watermarking
technology for particular DRM problems: for example,

the Copy Protection Technical
Working Group (CPTWG) [1]

for DVD copy protection and the
Secure Digital Music Initiative

(SDMI) [2]. In particular, the failure of
the latter initiative has diffused a stronger

suspicion about the actual effectiveness of
data hiding for protecting intellectual property

rights (IPR). The time is right for assessing the
ef fectiveness of data hiding technology with

respect to the various applications it can serve, and to
draw some conclusions from the past experiences. The
goal of this article is to provide an overview of water-
marking principles and to analyze various applications
by summarizing requirements and highlighting limita-
tions as well as trying to foresee future developments.

DRM technology could benefit from data hiding in
several ways, as is evident by the variety of watermark-
ing-based systems addressing DRM problems proposed
in the literature. In the following sections, the various
aspects in which data hiding can find application in the
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Investigating applications, requirements, limitations, and possible future
developments of watermarking technologies in DRM systems.
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development of DRM systems are surveyed (e.g., own-
ership verification, copyright protection, item identifi-
cation, etc.). Each aspect of the main characteristics the
data hiding primitives should satisfy are analyzed, pri-
mary limitations are presented, and solutions and possi-
ble countermeasures are suggested. 

A Primer on Data Hiding
The general model of a data hiding system is given in
Figure 1. At the input of the system we find the infor-
mation to be hidden and the original, nonmarked host
signal A . The host signal, sometimes called the cover
signal, may be an audio file, a still image, a piece of
video, or a combination of the above. We assume that
the information to be hidden takes the form of a binary
string b = (b1, b2 . . . b k) , with b i taking values of
{0, 1}. We refer to b as the watermark code. The data
embedding module, or simply the embedder, mixes the
cover signal A and the watermark code b to produce a
watermarked signal Aw . In order to increase the secrecy
of the system, the embedding function E usually
depends on a secret key K . Thus, in its more general
form, E can be written as:

Aw = E(A , b, K ). (1)

Usually, the definition of E goes through the extraction
from the host signal A of a set of features
f = ( f1, f2, . . . , fn), called host features, that are mod-
ified according to the watermark code. Possible choices
of f include audio or image samples, discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) or discrete cosine transform (DCT)
coefficients, and wavelet coefficients. In many cases it is
useful to describe the embedding function by introduc-
ing a watermark signal w = (w1, w2, . . . , wn), which is
added to the host feature set. In this case, by letting
fw = ( fw,1, fw,2, . . . , fw,n) indicate the watermarked
host features, we have:

fw,i = f i + wi , i = 1, . . . , n. (2)

In the simplest case w depends only on b and
K . For instance, according to the popular
spread-spectrum approach [3], a pseudoran-
dom sequence s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) is generat-
ed depending on K , then s is modulated by
means of an antipodal version of b. A data
hiding system for which w does not depend
on A is called a blind embedding system,
since embedding is carried out blindly with-
out taking into account the particular host
signal at hand. One may guess that better
results can be obtained by tailoring w to the
host asset A . This is indeed the case, as it has
been shown in a number of seminal papers
that have appeared since the late 1990s
[4]–[8] referring back to the theory of digital
communications through channels with side

information at the encoder [9], [10]. More specifically,
by assuming that the detector structure and the corre-
sponding detection regions are known to the embedder,
the embedding problem may be seen as the mapping of
the host signal into a point within the correct detection
region [see Figure 2(a)]. (Calling the watermark extrac-
tion module a detector is somewhat imprecise, since the
difference between watermark detection and decoding
should be considered. We will be more precise on this
aspect later on in the article.) If the role of the water-
mark signal has to be retained [as in (2)], we must now
admit that w depends on the host signal A , since in this
way it is possible to push the watermarked signal more
inside the detection region, given a desired level of dis-
tortion [according to (2), the embedding distortion
simply amounts to the norm of w]. The informed
embedding principle may be pushed further, by letting
detection regions to be composed by a set of noncon-
nected subregions spread over all the signal space, and
by deciding to map the host signal inside the subregion
that results in the lowest distortion [see Figure 2(b)].
Data hiding systems obeying this strategy are collective-
ly termed “informed watermarking,” or “informed data
hiding,” systems [8]. A clever way to put the informed
data hiding strategy to work is through the class of
quantization index modulation (QIM) algorithms [6],
[8]. In QIM schemes, data hiding is achieved through
the quantization of the host feature vector, according to
a set of predefined quantizers.

The second element in the scheme of Figure 1 is the
so-called watermark channel. This accounts for all the
manipulations the host signal may undergo after infor-
mation embedding. Note that both intentional and
nonintentional manipulations must be taken into
account, with the former accounting for the possible
presence of an enemy, usually called the attacker, acting
with the explicit goal of damaging the hidden message,
and the latter accounting for the manipulations the
host signal may undergo during its normal life cycle
(e.g., lossy coding, resizing, filtering). The ability to
survive intentional attacks is referred to as watermark

� 1. Overall picture of a data hiding system. The watermark code b is embed-
ded into the host signal A, thus producing the watermarked asset Aw . Due to
possible attacks, Aw is transformed into A′ . Finally, the hidden information is
recovered from A′ , either by extracting the hidden message b or by deciding
whether A′ contains a known watermark code b or not. Watermark embedding
and recovery require the knowledge of a secret key K. Watermark recovery may
benefit from the knowledge of the original, nonmarked signal A.
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security, whereas resilience against nonintentional
manipulations is referred to as watermark robustness.
While the current state of the art of data hiding tech-
nology can provide a good degree of robustness against
the most common, nonmalevolent manipulations, with
the noticeable exception of geometric manipulations,
watermarking security is still an open issue. For the

sake of brevity, we will not delve into security details
here (a comprehensive, yet simple, introduction to
watermarking security is given in [11]). It is only
important to point out that security requirements heav-
ily depend on the applications. For example, scenarios
where pirates can freely access the detector are by far
more complex than those in which the extraction
device is not publicly available.

After the host signal has passed the watermark channel,
it enters the detector, whose scope is to retrieve the hid-
den information. Extraction of the hidden information
may follow two different approaches: the detector looks
for the presence of a specific message, thus only answering
yes or no, or the detector (which in this case is called a
decoder) reads the information conveyed by the host sig-
nal without knowing it in advance. These two approaches
lead to a distinction between algorithms embedding a
message that can be read (readable or multibit watermark-
ing) and those inserting a code that can only be detected
(detectable or 1-bit watermarking). An additional distinc-
tion may be made between systems that need to know the
original, nonmarked signal A in order to retrieve the hid-
den information and those that do not require it. In the
latter case we say that the detector is blind (the term
oblivious detection may also be used) whereas in the for-
mer case the detector is said to be nonblind.

In all the cases, the retrieval of b goes through the
definition of a detection (decoding) function D. In
oblivious, detectable watermarking, D is a three-argu-
ment function accepting as input a digital asset A ′, a
watermark code b, and a secret key K . As an output D
decides whether A ′ contains b or not, that is

D(A ′, b, K ) = yes/no. (3)

In the nonoblivious case, the original asset A is a fur-
ther argument of D. In blind, readable watermarking,
the decoder function takes as inputs a digital asset A ′ a
keyword K , and gives as output the string of bits b it
reads from A ′:

D(A ′, K ) = b. (4)

In the nonoblivious case, the original asset A is a fur-
ther argument of D. Note that, in readable watermark-
ing, the decoding process always results in a decoded
bit stream; however, if the asset is not marked, decoded
bits are meaningless.

The exact form of D depends on the particular
watermarking algorithm. The most common solution
with spread-spectrum systems relies on the analysis of
the correlation between the spreading sequence s and
the feature vector f ′ [3] and its comparison against a
detection threshold. Alternatively, the normalized cor-
relation may be used [3]. More recently, the optimum
detector/decoder structure has been derived for several
schemes, thus improving considerably their perform-
ance [12]–[14].

� 2. (a) Informed embedding and (b) informed coding 
paradigms. In informed embedding, given a watermark detection
region in the feature space, watermark embedding is seen as the
mapping of the host feature set into a point within the detection
region. The same action can be seen as the addition of a water-
mark signal wi which depends on f. In informed coding the
watermark detection region is formed by a number of subregions
scattered across the feature space. The embedder maps the 
to-be-marked signal into the subregion resulting in the lower 
distortion (or the maximum robustness).
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In the case of QIM watermarking, decoding is
straightforward, since it only requires that the host
features are quantized again by considering a code-
book that is the union of all the possible codebooks
used by the embedder. In practice this corresponds to
a minimum distance decoder, which, in the case of a
Gaussian noise addition attack, represents the opti-
mum decoding strategy.

So far we have implicitly assumed that the secret key
K used in the decoding/detection process is the same
used for embedding. We term these kinds of algorithms
as symmetric watermarking schemes. A problem with
symmetric watermarking is an intrinsic lack of security,
especially if the decoder/detector is implemented in
publicly available consumer devices. The knowledge of
K , in fact, is likely to give attackers enough informa-
tion to remove the watermark from the host signal. In
order to overcome the above problems, increasing
attention has been given to the development of asym-
metric schemes [15]. In such schemes two keys are
present, a private key, Ks , used to embed the informa-
tion within the host signal, and a public key, Kp, used
to detect/decode the watermark (often Kp is just a
subset of Ks ). Knowing the public key, it should be
neither possible to deduce the private key nor to
remove the watermark (unlike in asymmetric cryptog-
raphy, knowledge of K s may be sufficient to derive Kp;
additionally, the roles of the private key and the public
key cannot be exchanged). More details about the
importance of asymmetric watermarking in DRM and
more generally in security-oriented applications may be
found in [11].

Proof of Ownership
This is the most classical scenario served by data hiding:
the author of a piece of work, say Alice, wishes to prove
that she is the only legitimate owner of the work. To
do so, as soon as she creates the work, she embeds
within it a watermark identifying her unambiguously.
In the sequel, watermark extraction can be used to veri-
fy Alice’s ownership over the work since, due to the
impossibility of removing the watermark, all the copies
of the work will contain the watermark, thus linking
them to Alice.

Apparently, the requirements to be satisfied by a
watermarking algorithm to be used for rightful owner-
ship verification are easily identified. It is obvious, in
fact, that for any scheme to work, the watermark must
be a secure one, given that pirates are interested in
removing the watermark, possibly by means of compu-
tationally intensive procedures. As to capacity, the exact
requirements depend on the number of different iden-
tification codes the system must accommodate for.

Security Threats
While robustness against nonmalevolent manipulations
of the host signal is of utmost importance, we focus
here on those manipulations explicitly aiming at remov-

ing the watermark. With respect to other scenarios, e.g.,
those encountered in copyright protection applications,
the ownership verification scenario is a favorable one
since we can assume that the detector (decoder) is not
publicly available. This is reasonable since watermark
verification is due either to the owner itself or to a trust-
ed third party (TTP). This is a particularly important
feature, since pirates cannot know whether their attacks
are successful or not and learn from their previous trials
how to remove the watermark.

The most dangerous attack, in this case, is the so-
called average attack. By assuming that the attacker can
access a number of different works belonging to the
same owner, he can average all these works and obtain
a good estimate of the watermark signal embedded
within them. If the pirate knows the details of the
watermarking system employed to mark the works, he
can exploit the knowledge of w to unwatermark the
protected works. Note that in most cases this does not
require that the embedding or detection keys are
known, since the attacker works directly with the
embedded signal w. The most common countermea-
sure against the average attack consists of adotping a
host-signal-dependent watermark, where w, or even b,
varies from one cover work to the other.

Watermark (Quasi-)Invertibility
Even if security is a crucial requirement, a closer look at
the protocol level reveals that this is not the only threat to
be considered. In addition to ensuring that the true
watermark cannot be removed, the system must in fact
guarantee that a fake watermark cannot be inserted within
the protected work. If this is the case the presence within
the work of two different watermarks would, in fact, make
it impossible to determine the true document owner.

To be specific, let us assume that to protect Alice’s
work, she adds a watermark with her identification
code bA to it, thus producing a watermarked work
AwA = A + wA (the symbol + is used to indicate
watermark casting since we assume, for simplicity, that
the watermark is added to the host signal), then she
makes AwA publicly available. For sake of brevity, we
assume that a detectable watermarking scheme is used
(the extension to the case of multibit watermarking
being easy). To fool the ownership verification mecha-
nism, an enemy, say Bob, adds his own watermark bB
to AwA , producing AwA wB = A + wA + wB . Given that
AwA wB contains both Alice’s and Bob’s watermarks, it is
impossible to decide whether it belongs to Bob or
Alice. To exit the deadlock, Alice and Bob can be asked
to exhibit a copy of the work that contains their water-
mark but does not contain the watermark of the other
contender. Of course, this is an easy task for Alice, since
she owns the original work. Suppose, however, that the
watermarking technique used by Alice is not blind. For
instance, let us assume that the watermark is detected
by subtracting the original signal from the watermarked
one. Alice can use the true original signal to show that
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Bob’s copy contains her watermark and that she pos-
sesses a copy containing wA but not wB . The problem
is that Bob can do the same thing by building a fake
original work A f . It is, in fact, sufficient that Bob sub-
tracts his watermark from AwA , maintaining that the
true original signal is

A f = AwA − wB = A + wA − wB . (5)

In this way Bob is able to prove that he possesses a
copy of the work, namely the publicly available copy
AwA that contains wB but does not contain wA :

AwA − A f = A + wA − (A + wA − wB ) = wB . (6)

Note that, in this way, Bob can also use the fake origi-
nal work and the fake watermark to show that the
original work in Alice’s hands contains his identifica-
tion code. As can be seen, the plain addition of a non-
blind watermark to a piece of work is not sufficient to
prove ownership.

At the core of the above attack, sometimes called 
the SWICO attack (single-watermarked-image-coun-
terfeit-original), there is the possibility of building a
fake original work (A f ) and a fake watermark (bf ) such
that the insertion of the fake watermark within the fake
original produces a watermarked work that is equal to
the initial one [16] [see Figure 3(a)]. Note that, gener-
ally, the SWICO attack involves two degrees of free-
dom, since both the fake original work and the fake
watermark can be adjusted to reverse engineer the
watermarking process.

A more sophisticated version of the SWICO attack,
namely the TWICO attack (twin-watermarked-images-
counter feit-original) leads to the concept of
quasi-invertibility [16]. The extension relies on the
observation that, for the SWICO attack to be effective,
it is only needed that when the watermark detector is
applied to A by using the fake original work, 
the presence of the fake watermark is revealed [see 
Figure 3(b)]:

D(A ,A f , bf ) = yes. (7)

We can conclude that if watermarking must be used
to identify the owner of a piece of work, the
non(quasi-) invertibility of the watermark has to be
proved. A possible way to alleviate this problem con-
sists of adopting a blind data hiding scheme, where
watermark detection is accomplished without resort-
ing to the original nonmarked signal. The inversion
of a blind watermark has only one degree of freedom,
thus making it easier to prevent it by acting at a pro-
tocol level, e.g., by requiring that watermarks are
assigned by a TTP, thus avoiding the use of ad-hoc
fake watermarks, or by letting the watermark code
depend on A . A similar strategy could be conceived
in the nonblind case; however, more attention is
needed, since the two degrees of freedom implicit in
the inversion of a nonblind watermarking scheme
could make it possible to handle a situation in which
bf is fixed and pirates only act on A f .

Even if the noninvertibility (nonquasi-invertibility)
of the watermark cannot be granted, data hiding tech-
nology can still be useful in less demanding applica-
tions, where demonstration of ownership in front of a
court of law is not required. For example, Alice may
wish to detect suspicious products existing in the distri-
bution network. Such products could be individuated
by an automated search engine looking for the water-
mark presence within all the works accessible through
the network. At the same time, Alice may rely on more
secure mechanisms to prove that she was the victim of a
fraud, e.g., by depositing all her creations to a registra-
tion authority.

Copyright Protection
This has been one of the first industrial DRM applica-
tions of watermarking, surely the one that triggered the
attention toward watermarking and data hiding. In the
early days of watermarking research, it was thought, in
fact, that simply embedding a flag within the work to
be protected, e.g., stating that the cover work could
not be copied, was enough to prevent fraudulent copy-
ing. It was soon realized, though, that a much deeper
analysis is necessary before data hiding can be effective-
ly used to enforce, or at least to help enforce, copyright
laws. First of all, the embedded watermark must be
robust against nonintentional processing and secure
against intentional attacks. This turned out to be an

� 3. Sketches of the (a) SWICO and (b) TWICO attacks. While for
the SWICO attack it is required that embedding the fake 
watermark into the fake original produces the publicly available
(watermarked) asset, for the TWICO attack it is only required that
the fake watermark is detected in the publicly available 
(watermarked) asset.
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extremely challenging task that is far from being solved
(especially with regard to security). As a matter of fact,
in recent years, the failure of some attempts (e.g.,
SDMI [2], [17]) to develop a secure watermarking
scheme has caused a boomerang effect, undermining
the trust on watermarking technology in general. In
the meantime, impressive progress has been made in
terms of both achievable robustness and capacity; thus,
even if security may still be out of reach, high capacity,
robust watermarking may soon become a reality. Yet
the design of a watermarking-based copy protection
mechanism is not only a matter of robustness, since
protocol issues must be considered as well.

In the following, we review the main watermarking-
based copyright protection scenarios proposed so far.
We divide them into two main categories: those aim-
ing at discouraging illegal copying and those aiming at
preventing it.

Infringement Tracking for
Illegal Copying Dissuasion
According to this scenario, a so-called copy deterrence
mechanism is adopted to discourage unauthorized
duplication and distribution. Copy deterrence is
achieved by providing a mechanism to trace unautho-
rized copies to the original owner of the work or, more
generally, to track the author of the infringement. In
the most common case, distribution tracing is made
possible by letting the seller insert a distinct watermark,
which in this case is called a fingerprint, identifying the
buyer, or any other addressee of the work, within any
copy of data that is distributed. (It is worth noting here
that the term “fingerprinting” has been recently used
for another type of technology aimed at extracting
from a digital document a distinctive set of unique
characteristics (fingerprint) that can be later used for
identifying it [18], [19].) If, later on, an unauthorized
copy of the protected work is found, then its origin can
be recovered by retrieving the unique watermark con-
tained in it (Figure 4). A similar scheme has been
recently proposed for avoiding illegal copying and dis-
tribution of digital cinema [20].

The main requirement set by fingerprinting applica-
tions is security since any attempt to remove the water-
mark or making it unreadable must be prevented. At
the same time a readable watermarking scheme is
preferable, since in many cases it is not possible to
guess in advance the watermark content. The latter
requirement may be relaxed by properly designing the
infringement tracking protocol, possibly at the expense
of simplicity [21].

Security Threats
A first crucial point to be considered is whether the fin-
gerprinting protocol makes provision for public water-
mark decoding (publicly available decoder) or not. Of
course, the former case is more difficult to treat since
the attacker can exploit the decoder to infer useful

information about the hidden information. This results
in the sensitivity attack followed by the so-called clos-
est-point attack. Due to the importance of such attacks
in copy control scenarios, we postpone their analysis to
the next section.

If the watermark decoder is not publicly available,
two possible attacks are still to be considered carefully.
The first one is the average attack described previously.
The pirate may use a number of different works, all
marked with his name, to infer the watermark signal
contained in them, and, subsequently, to exploit such a
knowledge to unwatermark them. A second possibility
is the collusion attack. In this case a pool of pirates in
possession of different copies of the same work, each
marked with a different watermark, team together and
average their copies to obtain a version of the host
work in which all the different watermarks are so weak
that they can no longer be decoded. Of course, the
larger the number of colluders, the higher the probabil-
ity that the watermarks are successfully removed. A
deep analysis of the collusion attack [22] for the case
that the watermarks consist of orthogonal Gaussian sig-
nals consisting of 10,000 samples, and that a nonoblivi-
ous detector is used, has shown that if less than 20
copies are averaged, the collusion attack cannot suc-
ceed regardless of the number of copies available, while
if more than 80 copies are averaged, the attacks is
always successful. As noted above, a straightforward
countermeasure against the average attack consists in
letting the watermark depend on the host signal.
Another possibility is to use anticollusion codes [23],
[24]. In this case the watermark messages bs and the
embedding strategy are chosen in such a way that aver-
aging different watermark signals leaves certain parts of

� 4. Simplified scheme exemplifying a fingerprinting protocol
(the numbers indicate the sequence of the operations). Before the
multimedia document is legally acquired, the buyer has to 
provide his own identifier to the seller; the seller embeds this
identifier into the document and gives it to the buyer; if the buyer
illegally distributes the acquired content to another party (here
the pirate) a control authority can detect his identifier into the
document, and take actions against him.
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the watermark unaffected, thus permitting the recovery
of some, possibly collective, information about the col-
luding pool. A drawback with these codes is that the
number of possible messages the system can accommo-
date is greatly reduced.

Protocol Issues
A problem with the plain fingerprinting scheme
described above is that buyers’ rights are not taken into
account, since the watermark is inserted solely by the
seller without any control. Thus, a buyer whose water-
mark is found in an unauthorized copy cannot be prose-
cuted legally since he can claim that the unauthorized
copy was created and distributed by the seller. To
understand why the seller could try to catch the buyer,
let us consider the situation depicted in Figure 5, where
the seller acts as an authorized reselling agent. The sell-
er may distribute many copies of a work containing the
fingerprint of buyer B1 without paying the royalties he
owes to the author and claim that such copies were ille-
gally distributed by B1. As in the case of rightful owner-
ship demonstration, a solution consists in resorting to a
TTP, e.g., by letting the TTP insert the watermark
within the work to be protected and retrieve it in case a
dispute resolution protocol has to be run. A problem
with the presence of a TTP in practical applications is
that it may easily become the bottleneck of the whole
system. In addition, the protected work must be trans-
mitted from the seller to the TTP and from the TTP to
the customer, or, in an even worse case, from the TTP
to the seller and from the seller to the customer, thus
overloading the communication channel.

A clever way to avoid the above difficulties and still
ensure that buyers’ rights are respected relies on the
joint exploitation of watermarking and cryptography, as
suggested by the interactive buyer-seller (IBS) protocol
described in [25]. Even in this case, the presence of a
TTP is envisaged; however, its role is minimized. Data
exchange is kept to a minimum as well, resulting in a
very low communication overhead. The basic idea the
IBS protocol relies on is that watermark embedding is
performed directly in the encrypted domain. This is
possible because the IBS protocol uses a cryptosystem

that is a privacy homomorphism with respect to the
embedding rule E , that is:

EK (E(A , b)) = E(EK (A), EK (b)), (8)

where EK denotes encryption. Though strange at first
sight, the privacy homomorphism requirement is not
difficult to satisfy. For instance, it is known that the RSA
cryptosystem is a privacy homomorphism with respect to
multiplication. Encryption domain watermarking per-
mits avoiding that the seller gets to know the exact
watermarked copy received by the buyer, hence avoiding
that he distributes copies of the original work containing
the buyer’s identification watermark. In spite of this, the
seller can identify the buyer from whom unauthorized
copies originated and prove it by using a dispute resolu-
tion protocol. The same protocol can be used by the
buyer to demonstrate his/her innocence.

With regard to the validity of fingerprinting as a
proof in front of a judge, it must be said that the cur-
rent state-of-the-art allows this possibility only if a
trusted watermarking/certification authority is includ-
ed within the copyright protection protocol.
Nevertheless, it is important to stress that, even if plain
fingerprinting may not be considered a proof from a
legislative point of view, it may be useful in several situ-
ations; e.g., to enable the seller to identify potentially
deceitful customers and break off any further business
relationship with them.

Copy Control
When copy deterrence is not sufficient to effectively
protect legitimate rights holders, a true copy protection
mechanism must be envisaged. Having said that a com-
prehensive solution of the copy protection problem
goes well beyond watermarking technology, we
describe a mechanism that has been considered for pro-
tection of DVD video. This scenario, in fact, represents
a good example of how watermarking can be integrated
in a complex copy protection system and effectively
contribute to its efficacy.

A possible approach to make illegal duplication and
distribution difficult enough to limit the losses caused
by missed revenues relies on the distinction between
copyright compliant devices (CC devices) and noncom-
pliant devices (NC devices), where CC devices are
designed to refuse to make copies when they are not
explicitly allowed. Then, the copy control mechanism
consists of keeping the CC and the NC worlds as sepa-
rate as possible (see Figure 6), for example, by allowing
NC devices to play only illegal disks and CC devices to
play only legal disks. In this way, users willing to play
both legal and illegal disks must buy two series of
devices (of course nonprotected disks would be
playable on both kinds of devices).

The possibility that a legal disk is played on a NC
device is prevented by means of a proper content
scrambling system (CSS). Descrambling requires a pair

� 5. In fingerprinting applications, the situation depicted in the
figure, where several copies of the host work containing the 
identification code of client B1 are distributed to other purchasers
(e.g., to purchaser BN who is deceived by the seller), must be
avoided so as to take into account buyer’s rights.
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of keys, one of which is unique to the video file, while
the other is unique to the DVD. Keys are stored on the
lead-in area of the DVD, an area that is only read by
CC devices. Note that further protection is achieved by
making it impossible that the output of a CC player is
connected to a NC recorder, since CC devices are not
allowed to dialog with NC devices. On the other hand,
recording through CC devices is governed by a copy
generation management system (CGMS), which allows
copying only if this is permitted for that particular disk.
Simply speaking, CGMS relies on 2 bits stored in the
header of the video stream, encoding one of the fol-
lowing three indications: copy freely, copy never, and
copy once, where the result of the copy-once indication
is that the video can be copied, but after copying, the
CGMS bits are changed to copy never.

The above mechanisms (CSS and CGMS) hinder the
flow of videos from the legal toward the NC world;
however, to discourage illegal copying it must also be
avoided that a CC device is used to play or record an
illegal disk. To this aim, the sole CSS is not sufficient,
since the pirate may decide to pass from the digital to
the analog world to remove the CSS protection. This is
possible, for example, by using the analog RGB output
of a compliant device to make a nonencrypted copy of
the video by means of an NC recorder and trying to re-
enter the CC world by letting CC devices mistake the
illegal video for a free video without protection. This is
possible because both CSS and CGMS bits do not sur-
vive digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversion.

Data hiding can help solve this problem by embed-
ding CGMS bits within the video in the form of a
secure watermark. It is obvious that the presence of
CGMS bits prevents video recording on a CC recorder,
since, upon reading the CGMS bits, the CC devices
refuse to copy the video if CGMS bits indications do
not allow it. At the same time, CC players can be
designed to recognize as illegal a DVD copy
without CSS, yet containing the CGMS
watermark, and refuse playing it. As desired,
the worlds of CC and NC devices are kept
separate, since illegal disks can only be man-
aged by NC devices and legal disks by CC
devices. More details about DVD copyright
protection and the role of watermarking in
such a framework may be found in [1].

Among the requirements to be satisfied
by a watermarking system to be used for
copyright protection, security is by far the
most demanding one, since it is foreseeable
that the system will operate in a very wide
and hostile scenario, where the possibility
that even a single user breaks the system
compromises the effectiveness of the whole
architecture. At the same time, by looking at
the DVD example described above, it is
readily seen that watermarking may provide
a unique feature that cannot be obtained by

standard means such as encryption or format standard-
ization; i.e., the possibility of surviving a passage
through the world of analog signals.

The Sensitivity Attack
Among the security threats tormenting watermark-
based copy control, a central role is played by the sen-
sitivity attack followed by the closest-point attack.
Such an attack derives from the fact that, in copy con-
trol applications, the watermark decoder/detector has
to be made publicly available in low-cost consumer
electronic devices. The first problem, then, consists of
making the devices as tamper proof as possible, since
they contain enough information to remove the
watermark (this is particularly true with symmetric
watermarking schemes where the knowledge available
at the detector/decoder coincides with that available
at the embedder).

Even by assuming that the detector/decoder is
tamper proof, a very effective attack can still be con-
ceived. Without loosing generality let us assume that a
detectable watermarking scheme is used, and let us
start by considering a pirate who iteratively modifies
the document until the detector is no longer able to
recover the watermark. This is certainly possible if the
pirate can access the detector; however, with the modi-
fications performed almost randomly, the time needed
to find a successful hack within a low-quality loss is
likely to be extremely high. A possibility to speed up
this attack consists of first performing a learning phase
in which the boundary of the detection region is esti-
mated. By assuming that the detection region is
described by a parametric function with n degrees of
freedom, it only needs that n points lying on, or in the
vicinity of, the border are found. This can be easily
accomplished by modifying at random the marked fea-
tures, and, once a feature vector judged as nonmarked

� 6. The figure depicts the separation between the worlds of copyright compli-
ant and noncompliant devices: the bold lines represents possible copy flows; the
normal lines represent possible playing actions. Only nonprotected disks can be
played by both kinds of devices.
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by the detector is found, by getting closer to the detec-
tion region boundary by iteratively moving the host
features on the line joining the original and the
unmarked feature vector (see Figure 7). Once the
boundary of the detection region is known, the point
on such a boundary that is closest to the original
marked features can be easily found (fatt in Figure 7),
thus leading to a minimally distorted nonmarked host
work (closest-point attack).

The sensitivity attack coupled with the closest-point
attack is a very general and effective attack that cannot
be easily avoided. Two possible solutions have been
proposed so far: i) to design the watermarking system
so that the boundary of the detection region is not a
parametric one [26], and ii) to adopt an asymmetric
watermarking scheme in which the key used to detect
the watermark, if any, does not reveal the parameters
used during the embedding phase [15]. Though these
are promising solutions, their effectiveness has not been
proved yet; hence, further research is needed before the
sensitivity plus the closest-point attack no longer ham-
pers the practical implementation of copy control mech-
anisms relying on data hiding technology. For a more
detailed discussion of the sensitivity and the closest-
point attacks, readers may refer to [11] and [27].

Item Identification
One of the main features of watermarking technology
is that it provides a way to attach a code to a multime-
dia document in such a way that the code is persistent
with respect to the possible changes of format the doc-
ument may undergo. As an extreme case, the embed-
ded code could be resistant even to digital-to-analog
conversion. To fully exploit the potentiality of this

peculiar characteristic, the concept of persistent associa-
tion has been developed during the past few years. The
basic idea is to associate a unique identifier (UI) to
each multimedia creation. The UI is embedded inside
the document itself by means of a watermarking primi-
tive and is used for indexing a database where more
detailed information (not only related to IPR) can be
retrieved (Figure 8). The use of watermarking for
tightly attaching a UI to a document is proposed in the
Content ID Forum Specification [28]; this concept is
finding wider interest in the framework of the MPEG-
21 standardization process, where a list of requirements
for persistent association tools (PATs) has been issued
[29]. Among the many identified requirements, the
most relevant from the point of view of the analysis car-
ried out in this article are surveyed below. First of all,
the watermark should be able to survive the types of
transformations typically encountered in the life of a
document, including conversions to and from the ana-
log domain; i.e., the watermark should be robust. It is
also required that the association created by means of
watermarking is secure; i.e., it should resist transforma-
tions deliberately per formed for removing it.
Authorized users should be able to remove or at least
change the status of the watermark, but when this is
done without authorization, it should be possible to
obtain sufficient evidence of the former presence of a
watermark to be used in forensic examinations.

A DRM protocol based on the persistent identifica-
tion of the multimedia document to be enjoyed should
work by querying an IPR database with the UI extract-
ed from the document and by analyzing the returned
licensing rules (MPEG-21 is also investigating the stan-
dardization of languages for the description of the
rights associated with a multimedia document [30]) to
decide if and how the document can be used. Such an
approach allows a much higher flexibility than the sim-
ple protocols of ownership verification, copy control,
or infringement tracking that we have seen above. The
cost of this is major complexity of the verification
process that requires a trusted archive to be queried.
From the point of view of data hiding technology, this
approach offers some advantages. As a first example,
the TWICO attack is more difficult given that the
embedded UI is provided by a TTP. Similarly, given
that each document has its own unique watermark, col-
lusion and averaging attacks are no longer feasible.

On the other hand, other attacks are feasible, for
example, the so called collage attack, the copy attack, or
the template removal attack. The first consists of build-
ing a copy of the watermarked document by substitut-
ing patches of it with similar patches taken from
nonwatermarked or differently watermarked docu-
ments. The second uses advanced statistical estimation
techniques to estimate the watermark from a document
and transferring it into another document (thus creating
an identification ambiguity). The last attack attempts to
remove the synchronization pattern that is often used

� 7. Sketch of the sensitivity attack followed by the closest-point
attack. The boundary of the detection region is a hyperplane. The
watermark is removed from fw by first estimating the 
detection boundary and then looking for the point fatt of the
boundary that is closest to fw . Boundary estimation is performed
by first moving the host work outside the detection region (white
dots) and then by moving on the line connecting the marked and
nonmarked points (in the figure the outputs of this process are
indicated by the black dots).
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by watermarking systems for resisting geometrical trans-
formations. More details about these attacks can be
found in [31]. Furthermore, it is likely that watermark
recovery will have to be public, thus making the distri-
bution of keys a major problem; on the other hand, if
the keys are meant to be kept secrete inside the water-
mark recovery devices, the system would be weak
against the previously analyzed sensitivity and closest-
point attacks. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the
concept of persistent association, as approached by
MPEG-21, can also have a wider scope: it is, in fact,
foreseen that the persistent association could regard not
only a UI but also transactions identifiers (thus imple-
menting a generalized fingerprinting service), users, and
temporal information (i.e., a time stamp).

Providing Added Values
As we have seen above, data hiding techniques can
endure many types of attacks, and up to today no tech-
nique has exhibited enough resilience against all of
them. These considerations urged researchers to find
novel approaches to the problem of DRM, and there
have been some proposals in which watermarking can
still be helpful.

The main assumption is that it is (at least today)
almost impossible to design a secure watermarking
technique, but it is really feasible to get a robust one.
The main approach thus consists of trying to motivate
users neither to attempt to remove the watermark nor
to distribute the legally acquired and watermarked doc-
ument for free. This is obtained by assigning the func-
tion of enhancing the host data content to the
watermark [32]: as an example, the watermark could
give access to discounts on other documents or to
update services to a more sophisticated version of the
document or to other added-value services (trials on
other products, bonus programs, etc.). In this way, the
users would not be motivated to remove the watermark
as this would deprive them of the associated advan-
tages; they are not motivated to distribute the water-
marked document as well since this would mean giving
that advantages to others. Similarly, users would be not
motivated to illegally acquire nonwatermarked docu-
ments as this would not offer them the enhanced values
associated with the watermark. This approach mainly
requires that the watermark is resistant to the copy
attack to avoid dishonest users transferring the advan-
tages associated with a given document to another.
Furthermore, the integration with effective cryptogra-
phy protocols is required in order to avoid misuses.
The use of a watermark associated with the added-value
information, instead of the simpler format-header-
based approaches, is still motivated by the characteristic
of persistence of the watermark.

Indeed, this approach does not appear to be very
effective: it would be really successful only if the added
value services associated with the watermark were really
of high value. On the contrary, what is of most interest

for the widest part of the users is the document itself
and not the possibly associated added values. 

New Business Models
In this section we try to analyze whether watermarking
technology can be of help in novel business models. It
is not our goal to evaluate the efficiency of the alterna-
tive models but just to investigate their feasibility from
a data hiding point of view. 

We still start from the assumption that it is quite dif-
ficult (at least today) to devise a watermarking tool sat-
isfying the security requirements related to its use in a
highly hostile environment. On the other hand, we
observe that a really successful application of data hid-
ing technology is represented by the monitoring of
broadcast transmissions [33]. Finally, we take into
account that, due to the difficulty to devise effective
countermeasures against the illegal distribution of
copyrighted materials, in particular on peer-to-peer
networks [34], it has been proposed to substitute the
main source of revenues of multimedia document pro-
ducers, which is now the direct selling of the goods,
with a share on some levies added to the prices of
recording material (e.g., CD-R, and CR-RW) and
devices. This is indeed already done in some European
countries for compensating producers for the losses
caused by piracy. The distribution of these levies among
the producers could be made on the basis of lump
sums. We deem that watermarking-based monitoring of
recording sessions could make this latter approach
more efficient, fair, and (hopefully) attractive.

In practice (see Figure 9) every recording device (be
it hardware or software) could be able to extract the
hidden identification information from the document
to be recorded and send it to a trusted organization
monitoring and reporting on the recording activities,
thus allowing the precise sharing of the levies. Then,

� 8. Thanks to the persistent association of a UI to each 
multimedia document, a player can request the appropriate
licensing information from an IPR database and, as a 
consequence, apply the corresponding copyright policy to the
document. The numbers indicate the sequence of the operations.
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instead of forbidding the Internet-based exchange of
documents, this exchange could be exploited to
increase the diffusion of the documents themselves. In
this way, no user would be motivated to remove the
watermark from the document as this does not give
him any advantage, and watermark robustness would
be enough. The problem of security is translated from
the users to the producers’ side, as it should be granted
that they are not allowed to deceive the monitoring
service. As an example, a multimedia document pro-
ducer could set up false recording servers that simulate
recording sessions of their productions, by sending fake
monitoring information to the trusted organizations
(i.e., by indirectly forging the monitoring reports).
This could be avoided, for example, by letting the vali-
dation of a recording session depend on the combina-
tion of the document identifier and of a unique
number associated to each recording support (e.g., to
each CD-R): recording sessions duplicating this combi-
nation could be then discharged by the monitoring
service. In general, anyway, it is likely that controlling
the correct behavior of a few multimedia document
producers could be easier than trying to develop an
effective DRM system in a world populated by several
millions of potentially hostile users.

The main advantage of the above approach resides
in the fact that the problems raised by peer-to-peer net-
works allowing an extremely rapid diffusion of copy-
righted material all around the world can be
transformed into a great opportunity for enhancing the
market of the products, and, in parallel, reducing the
costs of distribution. Of course, it remains to be evalu-
ated if these increased business opportunities are
enough to compensate the reduction of income that a
levies-based model causes on a single recording.

A further requirement of the proposed model is that
recording devices must always be able to communicate

the recording information to the monitoring organiza-
tions. However, with the diffusion of home DSL, of
wireless communications, and (in general) of “always
on” systems, this does not seem to be a major limita-
tion. It is also worth highlighting that some privacy
issues could emerge, even if, at least in principle, the
system would require that only the information related
to the multimedia document is transmitted to the mon-
itoring agencies, and no private information regarding
the document user is required. 

The investigation we carried out about the advan-
tages and limitations of this alternative business model
is certainly not (and did not want to be) exhaustive or
able to grant that such a system could be really success-
ful. Our aim was only to demonstrate that alternative
models can be devised, at least from a technological
point of view, and that data hiding technology can be
helpful. Further investigations are surely needed, and
we deem that other models (more effective and easier
to implement) will emerge.

Conclusions
In this article we analyzed the possible use of data hid-
ing technology in DRM systems.We gave a brief survey
of the main characteristics of the most common data
hiding methods. We then investigated the different
approaches whereby data hiding tools can be used for
DRM, by highlighting the critical points of each
approach, in particular from the point of view of hos-
tile attacks. What has emerged is that, generally, cur-
rent data hiding technologies present security
weaknesses making their actual use in DRM systems
difficult. Consequently, we suggested that the more
reliable features of data hiding technology can be suc-
cessfully exploited for the profitable distribution of
multimedia documents in the framework of alternative
business models.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that data hiding is
still a young research field and important advances are
made every day. Thus, it is possible that the security
problems that are still open today will be solved in the
future. On the other hand, DRM needs an urgent solu-
tion and hence reasonable compromises are expected.
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� 9. The persistently associated UI could be exploited for 
monitoring documents’ recording operations, thus allowing a
more efficient sharing of revenues. The numbers indicate the
sequence of the operations: it is worth noting that, in this case, 
differently from Figure 8, the TTP (here the monitoring agency)
does not need to be contacted before the document is used.
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